July 7 2008
6:00 – 9:30 PM

November in July

Sponsored
by LEAD_IT

You are invited to join us for a stimulating discussion and dinner meeting
with four prominent experts in the field of educational technology.
The real revolution is not about technology. It's about access to information and
communication. It's not about the wires, it's about what flows through them.

ALAN NOVEMBER, SENIOR PARTNER OF NOVEMBER LEARNING
HTTP://NOVEMBERLEARNING.COM/INDEX.PHP
Alan November is a well-known leader in Educational Technology. As practitioner, designer,
and author, Alan has guided schools, government organizations and industry leaders as they
plan to improve quality using technology tools. Alan is a whirlwind of ideas and provocative
questions. He thrives on confirming and challenging educators’ thoughts about what’s possible
in the world of teaching and learning.

David Warlick, Consultant and Creator of Landmarks for Schools
http://davidwarlick.com/
http://2cents.davidwarlick.com/
David Warlick is an educator, with the North Carolina State Department of Public
Instruction. For the past ten years, has operated The Landmark Project, a consulting, and
innovations firm in Raleigh, North Carolina. David has also developed the following tools that
many of you may have used: Citation Machine Rubric Builder, PiNet Library Class Blogmeister
and The Education Podcast Network

Jim Moulton, Consultant
http://jimmoulton.org
Jim Moulton is an educator focused on preparing the learners of
today to be the leaders of tomorrow. Jim is a faculty associate of the George Lucas
Educational Foundation where he contributes to the Spiral Notebook Blog.
Jim collaborates with others in his home state of Maine. a recurring theme in his work with
schools is, "Beyond Could, Past Should, to Must - The critical role of technology in education.

Judi Harris, Professor and Chair of Educational Technology at The
College of William and Mary,
http://education.wm.edu/programs/eppl/faculty/Harris.php
Dr. Harris is the author of 5 books and 185 articles about effective integration of
technology in the classroom. Originally an elementary-level classroom teacher and K-6
mathematics/ computer specialist, she leads professional development programs and speaks
to educators in the U.S. and Canada about telementoring, including professional learning
and support for new teachers online.
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At UVM’s New Davis Center Ballroom, free parking
Includes Appetizer, Choice of three entrees, Salad. Dessert,
soft drink, coffee or tea
Cash Bar & Reception from 6:00 – 7:00 PM
Cost $75 per person. Payments & Reservations by June 15, 2008
Professional Development Certificate for all attendees
Further information and Reservations at
http://www.uvm.edu/pt3/leadership/apply

